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Why Does Air Quality Matter? 
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• Human Health  
• Environment 

• Visual Impacts 
• Quality of Life  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 6 key criteria pollutants we are required to analyze for transportation projects.  As I just mentioned Ozone and CO will be our focus.  You made a comment last night about some of these pollutants not being related to transportation therefore not a factor in our analysis….make that point again.I see this as a very quick 20 second slide….but it should definitely be clear on which of the 6 pollutants we will be analyzing, and if we’re not required to analyze some, we must state why.



NAAQS & Attainment Status 
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National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) 

– Protect public health 

– Criteria Pollutants 

Monitoring 
• Attainment  

• Nonattainment  

Nonattainment Designation for 
Hartford Area 

– Ozone 

– CO maintenance (maintenance period 
ends in 2015) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EPA sets the NAGGS which are the standards for measuring the criteria pollutantsThe States are required to monitor for those pollutants. Here in CT< DEEP is responsively for that. In Hartford we are nonattainment for Ozone and CONAAQS are standards for various air pollutants that have been established to protect public health. If a region does not exceed the standards, it is in attainment.  That is good news.  If it does exceed the standards, it is in non-attainment and that is not good news.  If it was recently in non attainment and has reached attainment, it will be in maintenance for __ years  to assure that it stays in attainment.The good news is that for the Hartford area, for the 6 criteria pollutants, all are in attainment, except for Ozone which is in non attainment.  CO is in maintenance and therefore under control.So the key pollutants we will be focusing on are Ozone because it is in nonattainment, and CO to ensure that it doesn’t degrade back to its nonattainment status.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://auto.howstuffworks.com/percentage-of-air-pollution-due-to-cars.htm&ei=oIQ6VZasK8XDsAWy1oD4Bw&bvm=bv.91427555,d.b2w&psig=AFQjCNHYFQAgbslOQi4fD6HTQkvynrGUQQ&ust=1429984602252829


Criteria Pollutants 
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• Carbon monoxide (CO) 

• Particulate matter 
(PM10 and PM2.5)  

• Ozone (O3) 
– Precursors 

• Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 

• Volatile Organic 
Compound (VOC)  

• Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 

• Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 

• Lead (Pb) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 6 key criteria pollutants we are required to analyze for transportation projects.  As I just mentioned Ozone and CO will be our focus.  You made a comment last night about some of these pollutants not being related to transportation therefore not a factor in our analysis….make that point again.I see this as a very quick 20 second slide….but it should definitely be clear on which of the 6 pollutants we will be analyzing, and if we’re not required to analyze some, we must state why.



Existing Air Quality at Hartford Monitoring Stations 
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Air quality monitoring 
Stations within Hartford 
over the past 3 years 
show 

• Ambient air 
concentration levels 
well below the 
NAAQS for all criteria 
pollutants with one 
exception – Ozone 
(three year average) 
is slightly above the 
NAAQS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You handled this slide well also.Note the project corridor.Note the 4 monitoring stations where DEEP monitors on a regular basis.We’ve looked at the past 3 years of monitoring results and the good news is that for all criteria pollutants, at all monitoring locations, levels are well below the NAAQS.  The exception being Ozone, which is expected since we are in nonattainment for ozone.Your statement that the results of the monitoring station forms the foundation for determining our existing air emissions for the analysis was good.Rich had a question on this…..the question was…..when we say we are in nonattainment is that the City?  The County?  The Region?....Perhaps you can clarify this when you talk to this slide.  Provide a geographic limit of this nonattainment status….



Why does NA Matter? 
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• Federal Funds 

• Building capacity 

• Must prove we won’t 
make the situation worse 
(or cross the threshold) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You handled this slide well also.Note the project corridor.Note the 4 monitoring stations where DEEP monitors on a regular basis.We’ve looked at the past 3 years of monitoring results and the good news is that for all criteria pollutants, at all monitoring locations, levels are well below the NAAQS.  The exception being Ozone, which is expected since we are in nonattainment for ozone.Your statement that the results of the monitoring station forms the foundation for determining our existing air emissions for the analysis was good.Rich had a question on this…..the question was…..when we say we are in nonattainment is that the City?  The County?  The Region?....Perhaps you can clarify this when you talk to this slide.  Provide a geographic limit of this nonattainment status….



Criteria Pollutants 

• Screening 

• Localized Analysis (Microscale) 

• Large Scale Analysis (Mesoscale) 

Air Toxics 

Greenhouse Gas 

Construction 

Analysis Requirement 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yeeeesh, what to say here?.....maybe we simplify the slide as follows….Screening to determine pollutants to evaluate and locations to analyzeLocalized Analysis (called microscale or “hot spot” analysis) to be conducted at high volume intersections.Large scale analysis (called mesoscale analysis) to be conducted for the project study area – this is where we analyze the future emissions based on the alternatives being considered and compare these future conditions to existing conditions.Air Toxics (define what that is like you did last night) Analysis will likely be conducted if we exceed criteria that triggers this.Greenhouse gas analysis will also be conducted to determine the greenhouse gas emissions from the alternatives. Construction impacts to air quality, while temporary, will also be evaluated.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.wunderground.com/climate/co2.asp&ei=bo46Vb20HoyvogTBjoGgAQ&bvm=bv.91665533,d.cGU&psig=AFQjCNF5ELAXwOem6S4QCbyl166PnUxrmQ&ust=1429987302330064
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• Mobile Sources 

– Highway vehicle 

– Non-road vehicle 
(equipment and trucks) 

– Locomotive 

• Stationary Sources 

– Tunnel exhaust vent, if 
applicable 

Project Potential Emission Sources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You spoke to this slide good last night, I wouldn’t change it….Just You might just want to clarify a little stronger that these sources are related to operation of the highway and construction of the highway – one being permanent, the other temporary and that we will be analyzing the impacts of both.



Noise 
 



 
• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 

– 23 CFR 772 “Procedures for Abatement of 
Highway Traffic and Construction Noise” 

• Connecticut Department of Transportation 
– “Highway Traffic Noise Abatement Policy 

For Projects Funded By The Federal 
Highway Administration” [July 2011] 

• Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
– “Transit Noise and Vibration Impact 

Assessment” [May 2006] 
• Department of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) 
• “The Noise Guidebook” [1971] 

 

 

Noise Assessment Guidelines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key takeaway here, which you hit on last night is….There are a variety of noise assessment guidelines we will be considering as we develop our noise analysis program, from the extent of monitoring we do to how we model predicted noise from the proposed action.FHWA has their guidelines which we will be adhering to, as does CTDOT – both of which focus on the roadway operation component of the project.There is also the component of the Railroad that will need to be factored in, particularly if the RR is relocated to the other side of I-84.   For that we will adhere to FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Guidelines.Lastly, HUD has their own guidelines, particularly focused on how residents are impacted by noise (not sure if this is true, if its not, don’t say it….i’m not familiar with HUDS requirements).
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Applicable to Type I projects 
Predicted future noise level approaches, equals, or 
exceeds the NAC, such as: 

– 66 dBA exterior for Category B & C land uses 
– 51 dBA interior for Category D land use 

– 71 dBA exterior for Category E land use 

Predicted future noise level substantially exceeds 
the existing noise level: 

– 15 dBA 

Category B & C (residences, parks, churches) 
– typical land uses that would be given particular 

attention 

 

Traffic Noise Impact Criteria – Connecticut 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide got pretty technical…my suggestions…Type 1 projects are defined as projects generating transportation noise from an existing source.  This is a Type 1 project because we are evaluating a predicted change in transportation noise from an existing highway.  If this were a new highway, it would be a Type 2 project.Noise Abatement Criteria is defined as the level of noise that is considered “impactful”, or the level of noise that is considered a significant impact.  These levels vary by land use.  For instance for Category B and C land uses, which are residences, parks, churches -- the threshold level of 66 is considered a significant impact.  Therefore any impact over a 66 requires mitigation.For Category E land use which is commercial land use, the level is higher at 71 because the land use isn’t is sensitive.That’s all you have to say on this slide…..you don’t have to mention every Category, every NAC on the slide……and the last bullet is all repetitive, so don’t even speak to it…



Common Source Levels 
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            NAC: Cat. B (Res.) 

• 3 dB: barely 
perceptible 

• 5 dB: clearly 
perceptible 

• 10 dB: twice as loud 
as 5dB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The way you explained the 3, 5 and 10 dB was good.The thermometer got a little confusing.  This is what I would say to the thermometer.  Don’t say its “controversial”…..you said something like that last night…..just say this.The thermometer is just a way to give you a better understanding of what these noise levels, these decibels, sound like.  It ranges from 0 on the bottom to 110 on top.  As you can see, for indoor levels, around 10 dB is the threshold of hearing….this is barely audible.  Moving up to 30 dB is like being in a quite library.  Jumping up to around 63 dB  for normal speech at 3 feet to 70 dB is the equivalent of a vacuum cleaner at 10 feet.  So somewhere between normal speech at 3 feet and a vacuum cleaner at 10 feet is the 66 threshold level for residential impact. Then soaring up to the top, we’ve got a rock band indoors at 110 and a jet flyover at 1100 feet at 105 – both really loud!  You used the lawn mower at 100feet as equivalent to the residential 66 dB threshold, but when you look at the thermometer that arrow points to about 71.  I think you meant to say that he lawn mower was reflective of the threshold level for commercial, which is 71, which is correct….  



Existing Noise Exposure 

Receptors 

Contours 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used the existing traffic conditions on the mainline to map noise level contours and map sensitive noise receptors within those contours to give you an idea of what these receptors experience now.  Recall earlier that I mentioned that 66 dB was the threshold level of noise impact for residences, churches, parks.  The 66 contour level is all of the area between the 2 yellow lines.  The green dots are sensitive receptors – mostly residences and parks. As you can see, there are a lot of sensitive receptors  within this contour that are already impacted by noise.  There are also residential receptors within the 71 dB contour demarcated by the area between the red lines.  Folks living in these residences experience noise levels even higher than the 66 level of threshold, at 71db!  These receptors are therefore already impacted during peak periods by highway generated noise. Our job will be to evaluate how the proposed  action will change existing conditions.  The noise levels might be reduced or increased.  If they are increased we will have to investigate noise abatement measures to reduce that noise.  Even if the proposed action REDUCES noise levels, if those reduced levels are still above 66 dB, we will still investigate noise abatement measures to improve noise.  So due to the fact that noise is already above the threshold for these receptors, this will only be improved, and that is a good thing.  Not sure if what I said above is entirely true Tom, but if it is, it’s a good message.



• Required for a Type I project 

• Traffic noise model 
– FHWA Traffic Noise Model (TNM) 
– A state-of-the-art analytical computer program used for 

predicting noise impacts in the vicinity of highways 

• Noise modeling: 
– Prediction of existing noise levels 

– Prediction of future noise levels 

– Model can also be used to develop abatement measures 
if required 

 

Noise Modeling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You handled this well…..I would just add to this slide the Noise and Vibration FTA Guidelines to handle the rail component.



Feasible 

• Can the barrier be constructed? 

• Engineering feasibility issues 

• Number of dwelling units benefited? 

– 5 dBA minimal reduction is considered benefited 

Reasonable 

• Substantial reduction possible? 

– 7 dBA minimum at 2/3 of benefited receptors 

• Total cost of barrier? 

– CTDOT allows for up to $55,000 per benefited residence 

Opinions of  benefited property owners and residents 

Barrier Abatement Criteria 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You addressed this slide great.  I love the way you opened it with something like “noise walls can be controversial….some people love them, and some people hate them because they are a visual obstruction”.  It wouldn’t hurt to say that we are sensitive to this on this project, because we understand how the viaduct is a barrier and how it divides the city.  We obviously don’t want to construct noise walls that do the same thing.  So this will be a complex decision making process.Important to not forget to mention the last point – that opinions of property owners matter…..You did last night.  Great.I also think since the question was asked, you should mention towards the end of this slide…..that in addition to noise walls, other abatement measures like earthen berms, vegetative buffers, building insulation will be considered.



Construction Noise Criteria 

• FHWA 
• CTDOT 
• FTA 

• City of Hartford 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide was pretty ineffective.All the sub-bullets under the agencies should be either deleted or tweaked…..Perhaps instead this slide shows some pictures of construction occurring, shows equipment on a site, maybe that pic of a noise wall being installed….and just has 4 bullets  (FHWA, CTDOT, FTA and City of Hartford) and we simply say that….The past few slides on noise have focused on how we analyze noise conditions for the permanent operation of the highway.  We will also be analyzing noise conditions during construction activities.  While temporary, they can be significant and need to be monitored and mitigated as required.There are a variety of criteria, guidelines and ordinances that we will be adhering to as we construct the project, including FHWA, CTDOT, FTA and the City of Hartford noise restrictions.



Thank You!   
 We deeply appreciate your time 

and your commitment to helping 
us reach the best possible 
solution for the State, the 
region, and the City. 

- Your I-84 Hartford Project Team 
 www.I84Hartford.com  

http://www.i84hartford.com/
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